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GENERAL INSTRUCTION 

Thepaper has been divided into three sections A, B&C
2 Section A contains 24 questions. Attempl any 20 questions 

Section B conlains 24 Questions. Allempt any 20 questions. ( Map Section Q No. 25-29 
is mandatory to attempt) 

4. Section C contains 12 questions. Atlempt any 10 questions. ( First Part of C Section 
source based has 4 questions Question No. 49-52) and all need to be altempted) 

5 All questions carry equal marks 
6 There will be no negative marking. 

SL NO SECTION-A 
There are 24 questions in this section. Attempt any 20 questions. 

Who among the foliowing said that 'geography is a concern with the description and expianation 
of the areal differentiation of the earth's surface 
(a) Herodotus 
(b) Eratosthenes 
(c) Richard Hartshorne 
(d) Galileo 

(7)teteH 

2 The regionai approach was developed by 
(a) Alexander Von Humboldt. 
(b) Karl Ritter 

(c) Ptolemy 
(d) lbn-e-Batuta 

() Ha ai grrei 



(S)7-4qT 

Geo-informatics comprising techniques such as 

(a) remote sensing. GIS, GPS 
(b) computer cartography 
(c) qualitative techniques 
(d) quant tive techniques 

() aTUTTEP THta 

To sustain our life, we use 

(a) technology 
(b) shelter 
(c) resources 
(d) environment 

(T)TeatfaT 

()FTE 
() qatar 

Who deveioped systematic geography? 
(a) Hambolt 
(b) Karl Ritter 
(c) Kumari Sample 
(d) Alfred Hartner 

(dr) a3TfRT 

The currents that are formed in the mantle of the earth are classified as 

(a)Convectional currents 

(b)Continental currents 

(c)Oceanic currents 

(d)Drift currents 



Which one of the following describes the lithosphere 
(a)Upper and lower mantle 
(bCrust and upper matle 
(©)Crust and Core 
(d)Mantie and Core 

Which one of the following is the direct source of information about the interior of the earth ? 

(a)Earth quake waves 

(b)Volcanoes 
(c)Gravitational force 

(d)Earth Magnetism 

(T) aTT#HTT 

Which type of volcanic eruptions have caused Deccan Trap formation? 

(a)Shield 
(b)Flood 
(c}Composite 
(d) Caldera 

The th y which states that the plates of the earth is continuously moving is classitied as 

(a)Trench Drift Theory 
(b)Sphere Drift Theory 
(c)The Contunental Dritt Theory 
(d)The Oceanic Drift Theory 

3)TETRTET agra fazi 



Most voicanic activity on the seafloor takes place in 
(a)Continental Shelves 
(b)Abyssal Plains 
(c)Continental Rises 
(d)Mid Oceanic Ridges 

() HETZdTHta sHAtT 

12 The Big Bang Theory is also called the: 
(a)Galaxy Theory 
(b)Expanding Universe Hypothesis 
(c)Nebular Hypothesis 
(d)Galaxy Expansion Theory 

The stars are localized lumps of gas within a: 

(a)Nebula 
(b)Core 
(c)Gas 
(d)Hydrogen 

13 

)FTESST 

The southern continent broken from Pangaea is 
(a)Laurasia 
(b)Gondwana Land 
(c)Pacific Ocean 
(d)Atlantic Occan 

14 

(eT)rea HETATOTT 



15 Which one of the following is the type of plate boundary of the Indian Plate along the Himalayan 
Mountains? 
(a)Ocean- Continent Convergence 
(6}Divergent Boundary 
(c)Transfom Boundary 
(d)Continent-continent Convergence 

() HBTHTTR- HFTZdHy 3fHUT 

Rocks that were originally either sedimentary, igneous, or metamorphic and have been 

changed further by heat and pressure are called: 

16 

(a) Volcanic 

(b) Sediment 
(c) Metamorphic 
(d) None ot the above 

17 Which one of the following is the cormponent of sand and granite? 

(a) Amphibole 
(b) Quartz 

(c) Pyroxene 
(d) Mica 

18 Which one of the following is not a sedimentary rock? 

(a) Tillite 

(b) Borax 

c) Breccia 



(d) Marble 

(t)attr 

()TATAT 

The Northern part of India lies in which of the following zones 
(a)Temperate zones 
(b)Wam Temperate zones 
(c)Humid Region 
(dCold Region 

19 

20 Mandovi and Jauri are the important rivers of : 

aGoa 
b)Varanasi 
c)Madhya Pradesh 
d)Punjab 

)zitaT 

What is the total area of India? 
(a)2.37 million Sq.km 
(b)3.28 million Sq.km 
(c4.68 million Sq.kmn 
(d)6.16 million Sq.km 

21 

() 2.37 ffATa ah f 
r) 3.28 fAua ai fT 

(PHT) 4.68 fafAua an 

) 6.16 Afaya ah fa 



22 India is located in the . part of the continent of Asia 

(a )South-eastern 
(bSouth-central 
(C)South-westem 
(d)South-coastal 

HTR URRaT HEIGdhu . 

(T) zRUT.ud 

) zruyyfRaat 

23 Which of the following countries shares the longest land frontier with India : 

(a)Bangladesh 
(b)China 
(c)Pakistan 
(d)My anmar 

(T) FATAR 

What is the total coastline of india ? ( Mainland - Island groups) 

(a)6100 Km 

(b)7517 Km 
(c)2933 Km 
(d)3214 Km 

24 

(t) 6100 faAT 

(T)7517 fa 
(H) 2933 fT 

)3214 fa 

SECTION-B 
(There are 24 questions in this section. Attempt any 20 questions.) 

Question no. 25-29 are based on map and are mandatory to attempt. 

Study the map of India, and answer the questions given below 
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Choose the state with largest geographical area in India: 
aUttar Pradesh 
b)Madhya Pradesh 
c)Rajasthan 
d)Tamil Nadu 

T) ITRI 

dxatoT 
Name the strait which divides India and Sri Lanka: 
a)Palk Strait 
b)Sunda Strait 
c)10° Channel 
d)9 Channel 

26 

7) TSHEHEA 
bHST TSHKAU 



3r) 100 dTA 

)90 daa 

27 Where is Konkan coast located in Inda : 
aCoastal line of Tamil Nadu State 
bCoasial areas of Orrisa 
c)Kerala coast 
diSouthern tip of Maharashtra to North of Goa 

Which are the terminal stations of the longest train route in India. 
a)Dibrugarh and Kanyakumari 
b}Bandra Terminas to Jammu Tawi 
cOkha and Tutikorin 
d)Satragachi and Mangalore Central 

Where is Tungabhadra River situated in India : 
a)Between Karnataka and Tamilnadu 
b)Between Karnataka and Andhra Pradesh 

c)Between Karnataka and Telangana 
d)Between Andhara Pradesh and Te langana 

29 

b) rie 3 3:iT g&er da 

Question No. 30-48 (Attempt any 1S) 

Rvers The rivers of tie Peninsular India tlow eastward, aecordin to slope. ad are 

(a)Antecedent 
(b)Consequent 
(c)Superimposed 
(dRadial 

30 



) ufUTA 

E) rfta 

A river drains the water collected from a specific area. which is called its 

(a)Catchment Area 

(b)Attachment Area 

(c}Drainage area 
(d)W atershed area 

31 

(T)TTEUI & 

S)aeres t 

The boundary line separating one drainage basin from the other is known as- 

(a)Watershed 

(b)Regime 
(c)Drainage Basin 

(d)Drainage sy stem 

32 

Which of the foilowing is the southernmost peninsular river ? 

a)Kaveri 
bGodavari 
C)Narmada 
d)Luni 

33 

at) aTtera 

The interface between Physical Cieography and Hunman Geoyraptiy has led to the development of. 

a)Ecology 
b)Biogeography 
c}Determinism 
d)Possibilisn 

34 



T)udraaTE 
) HATaATaTE 

The climatology branch of Physical Geography has interface with . . 

a)Hydrology 
b)Geology 
c)Meteorology 
d)Pedology 

35 

Which one of the following has the longest durat ion ? 

a)Eons 
b)Period 
c)Era 
d)Epoch 

36 

)3Haf 

Who introduced the approach of wandering star regarding origin of the Earth? 
a)Immanuel Kant 
b)Chamberlain and Moulton 
cOtto Schmidt and Carl Weizascar 

d)Laplace 

37 

aPua aic 

Which one of the following represents Hoyle's concept regarding origin of universe? 
a)Universe is in expanding state 
bUniverse is in shrinking state 
cUniverse is almost in same state at any point of time. 
d)None of the above 

38 

b) aFHTS Rasi rare 



Which one of the following arrangement of geological time is correct 

a)Holocene. Pleistocene, Pliocene, Miocene 

bPleistocene, Pliocene, Holocene, Miocene 

c)Miocene, Pliocene, Pleistocene, Holocene 

d)Pliocene, Holocene, Pleistocene, Miocene 

9 

d) rt ethea. Eletati, tohrefa-1, fanatar 

Moho discontinuity is present between 

a)Mantle and Core 

b)Crust and Mantle 

40 

c)Outer Core and inner Core 

d)Crust and Mantie 

d) 7 R ÀEA 

The zone where earthquake waves are not recorded is known as 

a)Subduction Zone 

b}Outer Core Zone 

c)Shadow Zone 
d)Solid Material Zone 

4 

42 Which of the following is the thinnest part of Earth's interior? 

ore 
b)Oceanic Crust 

c)Continental Crust 

d)Mantle 

a)arg 



What is the main source of Magma inside Earth's surface? 

a)Asthenosphere 
bCore 
c)Crust 
d)Magnetosphere 

The boundary between India and Antarctic plate is marked by 
a)Oceanic-Oceanic Convergence 

b)Transform Boundary 
cOceanic Continent Convergence 

dDivergent Boundary 

44 

a) FERHTTRT AETHTTAa 3HUT 

C)AFTHTERTZ HFTZTIY HTAHTUT 

The concept of spreading of oceanic floor is given byy? 

a)Mackenzie 
b)Harry Hess 

c)Wegener 
d)None of these 

45 

HETHTOTT hIa atTRUT zaRT a ? 

Dynamic metamorphism involves which of the following ? 

aChemical reactions 

b)High temperature compression 
c)Mechanical Grinding 
d)Rusting 

46 

)THTY afani 

- -



Where was Indian Sub-continent located about 140 million years before present ? 
a)50 North Latitude 
b)50 South I atitude 
c)0 Latitude 
d)66 and half degree South Latitude 

47 

a)500 3rrtT 31TRT 

b)500 aTtUT HTRT 

d) 66 3t 3TUT Ba afUT 3HTTRT 

Which of the following latitudes divides India into two climatic zones ? 
a)Tropic of Capricorn 

b)Equator 
c)Arctic Circle 

48 

dTropic of Cancer 

a) Har t 

d) 7 

SECTION-C 
SOURCE BASED QUESTIONS 
Question number 49 to 52 are compulsory to attempt 

Read the following passage and answer the question that follows 
The study of seismic waves prOvides a complete picture of the layered interior. An earthquake in simple words is shaking of the earth. It is a natural event. It is caused due to release of energy, which generates waves that travel in all directions. The release of energy occurs along a fault. A fault is a sharp break in the crustal rocks. Rocks along a fault tend to move in opposite directions. As the overlying rock strata press them, the friction locks them tog 

overcomes the friction. As a result, the blocks get deformed and eventually,. they slide past one another abruptly. This causes a release of energy, and the encrgy waves travel in all directions. The point where the 
energy is released is called the focus of an earthquake, alternatively, it is called the hypocenter. The energy waves travelling in different directions reach the surface. The point on the surface, neareast to the focus, is called epicenter. It is the first one to experience the waves. It is a point directly above the focus. 

However. their tendency to move apart at some point of time 

All natural earthquakes take place in the lithosphere. You will learn about different layers of the earth. It is sufficient to note here that the lithosphere refers to the portion of depth up to 200 Km from the surtace of the earth. An instrument called 'seismograph records the waves reaching the surface. Earthquake waves are basically of two types - body waves and surface waves. Body waves are generated due to the release of 
energy at the focus and move in all directions travelling through the body of the earth. Hence, the namc body waves. The body waves interact with the surtace rocks and generate new set of waves called surface waves. These waves move along the surface. The velocity of waves changes as they travel through materials with different densities. The denser the material, the higher is the velocity. Their direction also changes as they reflect or retract when coining across matetrials with difterent densities. 



At which of the following points, the energy of Earthquake is released on Earth's surface ? 

a)Core 
b)Focus 

cEpicentre 
d)None of these 

49 

3T) 39 

The seismic energy is released on Earth due to which of the following phenomenon? 

a)Folding 
b)Warping 
c)Faulting 
d)Sinking 

50 

) 9icT 



The body waves are relcased from which of the following points ? 

a)Hypocentre 
b}Density 
c)Rock Fault 
d)None of these 

The velocity of earthquake waves depends upon which of the following ? 
a)Pressure 
b)Density 
c)Temperature 
dThickness 

52 

GRAPH BASED QUESTION 
Attempt any 3 questions from the following questions 53-56 

Study the graph carefully and answer the questions given below 

20 40 
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Continental Shelf is the part of : 
a)Oceanic Plate 
bContinental Plate 

53 

)Deep Sea Basin 



d)Mid-Oceanic Ridges 

54 Continental Margins lies between 
a) fransition between continental shores and deep-sea basins. 

bT ransition between continental shelf and continental slope 
c)Transition between continental margins and mid oceanic ridges 
dTransition between sea-floor and occanic trenches 

Abyssal Plains liesbetween: 
a)Lies between Continent and continental shelf 
b}Lies between Continental rise and deep-sea basins 
c)Lies between Deep sea basin and Mid-Oceanic ridges 
d)Lies between the continental margins and mid oceanic ridges 

Oceanic trenches are generally located in 
ajOcean basin Floor 

bjContinental Slope 
c)Abyssal Plains 

d)Mid-oceanic ridges 

56. 

a )TETHT aft aa 

d HE-HETHTT 

DATA BASED QUESTIONS 

Attempt any 3 questions from the following questions 57-60 



Study the data related to Solar System in the table given below and answer the questions 

The Solar System 

Uranus Neptune Mercury Earth Jupiter Satun Veus Mars 

Distanc* 203 9.539 19.182 30.058 0.387 0.723 O00 1.524 

Density .70 1.17 1.66 5.44 5.245 5.517 3.945 I.33 

Radius 1000 0 533 119 9 460 4.11 3.88 .383 0.949 

Satellites 
16 about 18 about 17 8 2 

Distanee trom the sun in a1stoomit al unit i.e average mean distance of the earth is 149,5' Ë,O9 km= } Density in gn/cm 
#Radus Fequatrial radis fB:378.137 km = 

How many satellites are there of the planet Saturn ? 
a)About 17 
b)A bout 18 
c)16 
d)02 

57 

t)aE 17 

)a7H7 18 

T)16 

)02 

58 Whai is the density of the earth ? 
a)l 66 gm/cm 
b)3.945 gm/cm 
c)5.517 gm/cm 
d)5.44 gm/km' 

5) 1.66 JTA/ÀÁT3 

a)3.945 H/HT3 

3T)5.517 TH/ÈF3 

)544 TH/f3 

What is the mean distance between Earth and the Sun 
a)149,598,000 Kn 
b)147.598,000 Km 
c)142,598,000 Kin 
d)140,598.000 Km 

59 

a) 149.598.000 f 

3T) 147,598,000 1 

T)142,598,000 f 
d)140,598.000 faret 



60 How many planets are there in our solar system? a)10 

b)09 
c)08 
d)07 

) )10 
a) 09 

) 08 
) 07 


